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Introduction
To adequately prepare students for the work-
force, universities are emphasizing the need for 
students to complete relevant industry experience 
while pursuing their degree (Brewis & Holdsworth, 
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With the rise in event management and related degrees such as tourism and hospitality, student volun-
teering has increased within event-related educational programs as student volunteer placements are 
integrated into the curriculum. Drawing on psychological contract theory, this research examines the 
expectations and experiences of student volunteers, volunteer managers, and university placement 
officers to provide a holistic understanding of the student volunteer placement process. Data were 
collected through interviews and written reflections of the student volunteer experience. The findings 
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university placement officer acts as a conduit between the students and the placement organizations. 
The results hold implications for volunteer managers and university placement officers in developing 
student volunteer programs that maximize the benefits for all stakeholders.
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within the student placement process. Awareness of 
the perspectives of each stakeholder can be used to 
inform and create mutually beneficial experiences 
for both the students and the placement organiza-
tions (Nichols & Ojala, 2009; Pianko, 1996).
Literature Review
Volunteers are often conceptualized as individu-
als who give time, service, and skills to an orga-
nization willingly and without coercion (Misener, 
Doherty, & Hamm-Kerwin, 2010; Oppenheimer, 
2008; Waikayi, Fearon, Morris, & McLaughlin, 
2012; Wicker & Hallmann, 2013). Students volun-
teer their time as part of a well-considered career 
development strategy (Barron & Rihova, 2011; 
Rothwell & Charleston, 2013). Yet, an inherent 
contradiction seems to exist within many universi-
ties because they mandate that students engage in 
volunteer placements to obtain their degree. Some 
would argue that requiring individuals to volun-
teer undermines the voluntary nature of the activ-
ity (Holdsworth & Brewis, 2014). However, others 
state that the more important tenet of volunteer-
ing is the absence of monetary incentive (Barron 
& Rihova, 2011; Waikayi et al., 2012; Wicker & 
Hallmann, 2013). For the purpose of this research, 
volunteers are conceptualized as individuals who 
provide their services in the form of time and effort 
for no monetary gain.
A recent review of the volunteer literature has 
highlighted that studies of volunteerism typically 
focus on either the individual or institutional per-
spective, but rarely both (Wicker & Hallman, 2013). 
However, comparing and contrasting the perspec-
tives of the stakeholders involved in the student vol-
unteer placement simultaneously can achieve a more 
holistic understanding of the placement. Specifically, 
understanding the needs of the different stakehold-
ers can lead to development of a satisfying experi-
ence for the volunteer, which may lead to retention 
(Dávila, 2009; Nichols & Ojala, 2009; Taylor et al., 
2006), while also providing various benefits for the 
other stakeholders (Yiu & Law, 2012).
Student Volunteers
Research on the motives of student volunteers 
suggests that they are driven largely by self-interest 
aligned, students are often required to obtain rele vant 
work experience through either an internship or a set 
number of volunteer hours as a component of their 
studies. These student placements have been con-
ceptualized and discussed in many forms, including 
internships (Alpert, Heaney, & Kuhn, 2009; Beggs, 
Ross, & Goodwin, 2008; Busby, 2003; Mekawy & 
Abu Bakr, 2014; Ruhanen et al., 2013; Zopiatis & 
Theocharous, 2013), traineeships (Holmes, 2006), 
apprenticeships (Holmes, 2006), field placements 
(Pauzé, Johnson, & Miller, 1989), work-integrated 
learning (Ruhanen et al., 2013; Solnet, Kralj, Kay & 
DeVeau, 2009), experiential learning (Kolb, 1984), 
work experience (Holmes, 2006), vocational pro-
grams (Beaven & Wright, 2006), and volunteer-
ing (Brewis & Holdsworth, 2011; Holdsworth & 
Brewis, 2014). This article uses the term “student 
volunteer placements” to describe this activity.
Volunteer placements provide students with an 
opportunity to acquire valuable industry experience, 
apply knowledge gained through tertiary education 
in a real-world environment, and enhance their 
employability (Alpert et al., 2009; Ruhanen et al., 
2013; Zopiatis & Theocharous, 2013). Simultane-
ously, through volunteer placements, students provide 
organizations with significant resources by deliv-
ering services at limited or no cost (Bang & Ross, 
2009) and can also reduce potential training and 
hiring costs (Pianko, 1996). Further, student volun-
teers form a pool of candidates from which organi-
zations can recruit (Alpert et al., 2009; DiLorenzo- 
Aiss & Mathisen, 1996; Yiu & Law, 2012).
Much of the research on student volunteering 
has focused on the needs of the student (Alpert et al., 
2009; Wicker & Hallmann, 2013; Yiu & Law, 2012). 
However, multiple stakeholders are involved in 
student volunteer placement, including the student, 
the volunteer manager, and the individuals who are 
responsible for placing students with organizations 
(Yiu & Law, 2012). Examining the role and needs 
of the various stakeholders involved in the student 
volunteer placement process will facilitate under-
standing of the intricacies of the process (Nichols & 
Ojala, 2009; Taylor, Darcy, Hoye & Cuskelly, 2006; 
Yiu & Law, 2012).
This study draws on social exchange theory to 
investigate the roles and expectations of the student 
volunteers, the volunteer managers, and the univer-
sity placement officers, who are all key stakeholders 
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for covering staff shortages, soliciting free trainees, 
or acquiring cheap labor (Holmes 2006; Museums 
Journal, 2004; Quinn, 2003). Volunteer placements 
provide organizations with a recruitment tool, an 
enhanced selection process, bargain rates, enhanced 
relationships with universities, and an opportu-
nity to display a commitment to the profession 
(Crumbly & Sumners, 1998).
Volunteer placements are believed to act as a 
recruitment opportunity in attracting enthusiastic 
students (Alpert et al., 2009; Crumbly & Sumners, 
1998; Pianko, 1996). Experiences with the students 
enable the organization to observe student perfor-
mance before actual employment and to identify 
the best candidates from a pool of volunteers who 
are already familiar with the organization (Brooks 
& Greene, 1998; Edwards et al., 2001). Further, 
student placement programs allow organizations to 
develop and maintain relationships with universi-
ties and display a commitment to the industry by 
providing opportunities to students who are inter-
ested in entering that particular industry (Crumbly 
& Sumners, 1998). Additionally, students who have 
a positive experience at the placement organization 
may act as advocates for their placement organiza-
tions and engage in positive word-of-mouth to their 
university cohort and placement officers (Brooks & 
Greene, 1998; Pianko, 1996).
While volunteer placements have the potential 
to offer a mutually beneficial experience for both 
the students and the organizations (Pianko, 1996), 
research has rarely considered the two stakeholders 
together in the same placement (Alpert et al., 2009). 
To connect the student volunteers and the placement 
organization, some universities use the assistance 
of either an academic instructor or placement offi-
cer to help place the students (Alpert et al., 2009). 
This research considers the perspective of all three 
stakeholders to provide a holistic understanding of 
the student volunteer placement process.
University Placement Officer Perspective
Research concerning the perspective of the uni-
versity academic or placement officer within the stu-
dent volunteer placement process is scant, despite 
the belief that the academic plays an integral part 
within the process (Yiu & Law, 2012). Literature is 
even more limited regarding the student volunteer 
(Holdsworth & Brewis, 2014) and utilitarian fac-
tors such as professional development (Barron 
& Rihova, 2011; Clary, Snyder, & Ridge, 1992; 
Green & Chalip, 2004), resume building (Rothwell 
& Charleston, 2013), skill development (Holmes, 
2006), networking opportunities (Holmes, 2006), 
enhanced employability (Brewis & Holdsworth, 
2011; Holmes, 2006; Rothwell & Charleston, 
2013), and gaining employment (Holmes, 2006; 
Yorke, 2006).
Students regularly engage in volunteering to 
enhance their resumés and enhance their overall 
employability (Barron & Rihova, 2011; Rothwell 
& Charleston, 2013). Increased employability does 
not emerge simply from adding the experience to 
one’s resumé, but from the ability to develop spe-
cific knowledge and skills through the volunteer 
experience (Barron & Rihova, 2011). Additionally, 
students who engage in volunteer placements may 
benefit from networking opportunities because 
they establish useful industry contacts that they can 
draw on in the future (Holmes, 2006). For exam-
ple, students may call on industry contacts gar-
nered through volunteer placements as references 
when applying for paid positions and as a source 
of expertise that they can access when completing 
university assessment (Holmes, 2006). Undertaking 
a volunteer placement may lead to casual or full-
time employment upon completion (Alpert et al., 
2009; Beaven & Wright, 2006; Holmes, 2006; Yiu 
& Law, 2012).
Understanding volunteer motives provides the 
foundation for developing and implementing suc-
cessful volunteer management strategies (Farrell, 
Johnston & Twynam, 1998; Hallmann & Harms, 
2012). Volunteers’ motives frame expectations, 
thus affecting overall satisfaction with the volunteer 
experience (Coyne & Coyne, 2001; Fairley, Lee, 
Green, & Kim, 2013; Farrell et al., 1998). If those 
who manage volunteers are aware of the motives 
that drive individuals to volunteer, they will be able 
to construct an experience that will satisfy expec-
tations and ultimately increase volunteer retention 
(Fairley, Green, O’Brien, & Chalip, 2014).
The Volunteer Manager Perspective
Research on student placements suggests that 
organizations engage student volunteers as a strategy 
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Psychological Contract Theory
Originally, psychological contracts were employed 
to understand the perspectives and expectations of 
employees in regard to their employers (Argyris, 
1960; Levinson, 1962). Psychological contract the-
ory is a human resource management tool that 
is often applied to paid employees to understand 
their expectations of the relationship (Nichols & 
Ojala, 2009). Research on volunteer management 
has adapted the human resource-based approach to 
compare the perspectives of the manager and the 
volunteer (Nichols & Ojala, 2009; Taylor et al., 
2006). The psychological contract is “a cognitive 
state that is subjective and interpretative and refers 
to the development and maintenance of the relation-
ships between the individual and the organisation” 
(Taylor et al., 2006, p. 126). In other words, psy-
chological contract theory refers to a relationship 
between an employer and employee and describes 
mutual expectations of inputs and outcomes (Taylor 
et al., 2006). As this theory is based on the perspec-
tives of the individuals involved in the relationship, 
it is considered to be extremely subjective because 
all stakeholders will have different expectations 
(Nichols & Ojala, 2009; Taylor et al., 2006).
Psychological contract theory has its foundation 
in social exchange theory. Social exchange theory 
involves a “two-sided, mutually contingent, and 
mutually rewarding process involving ‘transactions’ 
or simply ‘exchange’” (Emerson, 1976, p. 337), 
whereby individuals seek to maximize benefits, 
minimize costs, and establish social relationships 
(Wicker & Hallmann, 2013). Social exchange the-
ory is acknowledged as being essential to under-
standing the process in which individuals calculate 
their intentions to volunteer at future events (Bang, 
Won, & Kim, 2009; Wicker & Hallmann, 2013).
A relationship based on the social exchange 
framework involves two or more parties, with 
each party possessing something the other reveres 
(Lawler, 2001). If within the volunteer and volun-
teer manager relationship volunteers acknowledge 
that their expectations are being met and satisfied, 
their commitment and intention to continue vol-
unteering can be used as a commodity within the 
exchange relationship (Bang et al., 2009). If an 
individual identifies an imbalance between costs 
and benefits, the individual will behave in a manner 
placement process that incorporates the perspective 
of the university placement officer who is not an 
academic. Alpert et al. (2009) considered the view 
of both the university academic and the univer-
sity itself when exploring the structure of student 
internships in marketing. For universities, volun-
teer placements represent an opportunity to provide 
students with a chance to apply knowledge gained 
at university to an industry setting, thus enhancing 
their employability and improving employment 
outcomes (Alpert et al., 2009; Brewis & Holdsworth, 
2011; Yiu & Law, 2012). Further, student volunteer 
placements allow universities to develop stronger 
ties with both industry and government partners 
(Alpert et al., 2009; Gryski, Johnson, & O’Toole, 
1987; Yiu & Law, 2012). Importantly, student 
placements provide significant benefits for the aca-
demics themselves, allowing them to understand 
the skills and knowledge required by industry, thus 
allowing them to structure their courses accord-
ingly (Alpert et al., 2009; Tovey, 2001). Some 
believe that academics should facilitate the theoret-
ical learning aspect of the placement by including 
reflective journals as part of the assessment for the 
course, fostering a higher level of learning (Alpert 
et al., 2009). However, the skills and knowledge 
expected by practitioners (Alpert et al., 2009) 
often conflict with those included by academics 
within the course curriculum (Messina, Guiffrida, 
& Wood, 1991). Thus, the role of the academic 
seems to be to facilitate students’ learning during 
the course of volunteer placements while structur-
ing the course curriculum to address the require-
ments of the industry (Messina et al., 1991). Thiel 
and Hartley (1997) identified eight processes that 
are required to effectively implement and maintain 
a student volunteer placement: student recruitment, 
academic preparation and application to the stu-
dent volunteer placement process, site identifica-
tion, matching students to placement organizations, 
matching volunteer placements with academic pro-
grams, orientation of student volunteers, academic 
assignments, and placement evaluation. Because 
much of the literature that has considered the aca-
demic perspective on student volunteering has 
focused on either the university academic or the uni-
versity itself, an understanding of how the university 
placement officer fits within the student volunteer 
placement process would be useful.
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completed the assessment that included a semistruc-
tured reflection on their placement. On comple-
tion of the volunteer placement the corresponding 
placement managers were asked to complete a form 
detailing their experience and expectations of the 
volunteer placement student. Seventeen placement 
officers responded. Additionally, interviews were 
conducted with two university placement officers 
who were responsible for placing students and 
managing the relationship with the volunteer orga-
nization. Two placement officers were assigned 
the task of placing and monitoring students within 
organisations. Placement officers were asked about 
their role in the placement process, how place-
ment decisions were made, and common issues, 
complaints, or compliments that arose as part of 
the placement. This research employed descriptive 
content analysis, whereby the main content of the 
data is identified and described (Sarantakos, 2005). 
The documents were analyzed to identify relevant 
themes and concepts.
Through the integration of the data and the 
literature, the conceptual categories were further 
refined. Initially, open coding of the data was con-
ducted to identify the primary conceptual catego-
ries (Robson, 2011). These categories were refined 
and redefined as the coding continued through each 
of the documents. The authors worked dialectically 
between the data and the literature to ensure the 
accuracy of the emergent categories and used axial 
coding to further refine and develop the categories 




The analysis identified eight key benefits for 
students to engage in volunteer placement: gaining 
experience, application of knowledge, gaining new 
knowledge, acquiring transferable skills, network-
ing, resumé building, employability, and employ-
ment. Each of these themes is described below.
Gaining Experience. Gaining experience was 
identified as an overarching benefit for student vol-
unteers completing volunteer placements. Students 
noted that they believed the volunteer placement 
that restores equilibrium—that is, volunteers would 
be unlikely to continue their involvement in the 
relationship (Sergent & Sedlacek, 1990).
With respect to the volunteer–manager relation-
ship, social exchange theory posits that volunteers 
desire to gain benefits and have their expectations 
of the experience fulfilled, whereas managers 
require other benefits, such as free labor and assis-
tance in the delivery of a successful event. Despite 
the difference in expectations, both parties calcu-
late the costs and benefits associated with enter-
ing into and remaining in the relationship (Wilson, 
2000). If either or both parties deem the relationship 
to be unfavorable at any point, the relationship is 
likely to terminate (Doherty, 2009; Emerson, 1976; 
Wilson, 2000).
An example of the psychological contract in 
action is a study of volunteers at community sports 
clubs, which examined the expectations and obli-
gations of the club administrators and their volun-
teers (Taylor et al., 2006). The findings suggest that 
club administrators and volunteers placed differ-
ent emphasis on several factors, and that both the 
administrators and volunteers felt their volunteer 
management strategies could be greatly improved. 
Some volunteers felt that the sport club had not 
fulfilled its promised commitments, thus failing to 
satisfy the volunteers’ expectations, and that the 
communication between volunteers and managers 
did not meet their expectations (Taylor et al., 2006).
As this example shows, a breach of the psycho-
logical contract is likely to leave volunteers dissat-
isfied with their experience with the organization, 
thus affecting their intentions to continue with their 
commitment (Nichols & Ojala, 2009; Taylor et al., 
2006). Psychological contract theory is therefore 
a valuable tool for identifying the expectations of 
the parties involved in a relationship, in this case, 
volunteers, managers, and placement officers.
Method
The study relied on multiple qualitative data 
collection methods. Data were collected from stu-
dent volunteers in the form of written reflections 
as part of a professional development course at 
an Australian university. Fifty-six students were 
asked to reflect on their experience during the vol-
unteer placement they had completed. All students 
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As my study comes to a closure, to me, an indus-
try placement would be an ideal opportunity to 
link much of the theory I have gathered from my 
Bachelor of International Hotel and Tourism Man-
agement degree into practice at [the organization]. 
(Male, Hospitality)
In addition to providing an excellent opportunity 
for students to purposefully apply theory to prac-
tice, the volunteer placement also helped students to 
understand and identify the importance of what they 
had learned throughout the course of their university 
degree:
I am grateful for my industry placement because 
it helped me recognize and appreciate the impor-
tance of putting theory into practice. (Female, 
Events/Hospitality)
Another student put it this way:
Their skills are exact event management skills that 
we always studied in university. Having a backup 
for everything and expecting the unexpected is 
one of the things I learned in event operations, 
however, I only saw its application when I was 
doing my placement with [the sport organization]. 
(Male, Events)
As these comments make evident, the students 
were able to witness the real-world applicability of 
the theory that they had learned in the classroom. 
Through continuous interaction with clients dur-
ing their volunteer placements, some students were 
prompted to reflect on specific factors or theories 
that they had covered at university. For example:
The major insight I continuously reflected upon 
while on the job was the theories on consumer behav-
ior and the flow on effects created by implementing 
such an event. (Female, Events/Hospitality)
As this quote illustrates, the volunteer placement 
provides a reflective environment where students 
continually draw on and reflect about the theory 
taught in the classroom. As the above quotes dem-
onstrate, volunteer placements enabled students to 
see more value in their university degree.
Gaining New Knowledge. Students also high-
lighted the ability to gain new knowledge through 
volunteer placements. In particular, students were 
would allow them to acquire experience in the 
industry in which they hoped to work, especially as 
their industry of choice aligned closely with their 
degree and major. Students believed that relevant 
experience would assist them in developing profes-
sionally, thus allowing them to become “industry 
ready.” Although the students had spent at least 
3 years at university completing a degree in their 
field of interest, many had not had an opportunity 
to gain relevant, industry-based experience, and the 
volunteer placement provided such an opportunity. 
Students recognized the importance of relevant 
experience in increasing their employability:
As I have not had any experience working in 
hotels I was eager to gain some work experience 
in a hotel environment. (Female, Hospitality)
Another student highlighted the experience this 
way:
I could gain real world practical experiences to 
support my future career. (Female, Events)
Not only was gaining experience identified as 
a key benefit for students engaging in volunteer 
placements, it was highlighted as an overarching 
construct encompassing the application and learn-
ing of knowledge, acquisition of transferable skills, 
and networking. The following section details these 
subthemes.
Applying Knowledge. Students explained that they 
saw one of the key benefits of the volunteer place-
ment as the opportunity to apply knowledge that 
they had gained throughout their university degree. 
The application of knowledge to a real-world setting 
provided students with a highly beneficial experi-
ence, as can be seen in the following comment:
I viewed the work placement as a wonderful 
opportunity in which to put the theories taught 
in the lecture and tutorials within the degree into 
practice. (Female, Hospitality)
As the students were in the final year of their uni-
versity degree, the application of theory to practice 
was identified as being particularly important for 
those about to enter the workforce. One respondent 
put it this way:
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planning an event. I have never before person-
ally had any direct experience in the professional 
events industry and this placement has provided 
me with some invaluable insights into not just the 
events industry but the tourism industry as well. I 
had really underestimated exactly how much time, 
effort and organization really went into the plan-
ning of a professional event. (Female, Events)
Thus, for some, knowledge gained from the vol-
unteer placement resulted in changed perceptions 
of the industry. While the student above was not 
deterred from wanting to enter the industry, new 
knowledge led other students to turn away from 
pursuing a career in that industry. For example:
[As] I continued to gain knowledge and perform 
tasks that were not mentioned in the job descrip-
tion it was apparent that my personality was not 
suitable for a front-end job in tourism. . . . I do not 
think I will continue to work in the tourism indus-
try. (Female, Tourism)
These quotes demonstrate that gaining new knowl-
edge about the industry can both further prepare stu-
dents for a position within the industry and conversely 
deter a student from continuing within the industry.
Transferable Skills. The volunteer placements 
provided students with an invaluable opportunity 
to gain transferable skills:
The experience provided by working at [the place-
ment organization] taught me better time manage-
ment and organizational skills which may not been 
developed to the high extent they now are had I 
not undertaken this opportunity. (Female, Events)
Other students identified industry-specific skills 
that were gained through their volunteer placement 
experience, as is evident in the following comment:
I learned several skills that will be easily transfer-
able into an event management role. These skills 
include more in-depth utilization of search engines 
to fulfill database collection, the use of event soft-
ware, accommodation blocks, and processes used in 
sponsorship contingency planning. (Male, Events)
Another transferable skill that students acquired 
through their volunteer placements was that of 
networking:
able to gain further insight and industry-specific 
knowledge in their volunteer placement. One stu-
dent put it this way:
The [placement] offered me a unique opportunity 
to understand hotel operations from the perspec-
tive of senior executives. . . . I had the opportu-
nity to learn and understand the executives’ duties 
and responsibilities and observe the management 
of the respective departments for the overall hotel 
operations. (Female, Hospitality)
As is evident from the above quote, the knowl-
edge learned encompassed the requirements of the 
particular positions within the organization as well 
as the overall operations within the industry.
Students who completed volunteer placements 
in the hospitality industry were often given the 
opportunity to spend time across a range of organi-
zational departments, gaining a broader understand-
ing of how the organization functioned and how the 
departments operated together, contributing signifi-
cantly to their industry-specific knowledge:
[The hotel] provided great opportunities for me 
because I would work in four different depart-
ments during the first four days with an optional 
section on the fifth day. (Female, Hospitality)
This experience was also evidenced in the fol-
lowing quote:
Each day I was placed with a mentor from the 
respective department, given a basic overview of 
the mentor’s role within the hotel, shown how to 
do multiple tasks and then given my own tasks to 
complete throughout the day. . . . It was wonderful 
to be able to spend each day in a new department 
and learn new skills. (Female, Hospitality)
The above quotes reflect that students saw work-
ing across numerous organizational departments to 
be an extremely beneficial experience, particularly 
in terms of gaining new knowledge about how the 
organization functioned as a whole.
For some, the new knowledge acquired during 
the volunteer placement related to the industry and 
the requirements of the tasks completed within the 
profession:
In participating in this placement, it has given me a 
much more realistic understanding of what to expect 
in the industry and what is actually required when 
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I want to connect with three networks in the indus-
try, to whom I can contact regarding job opportu-
nities in the future. (Female, Tourism)
Another student put it this way:
Every chance I had I should have more promptly 
emailed these contacts, however I still made 
contact with them and have begun to form more 
relationships that I may be able to use for my 
professional career. I also found “Linked In” as 
recommended by [a colleague], a useful source to 
make connections I would have never considered. 
Since my completion at [placement organization], 
I have made an account and discovered the ben-
efits of this social media, finding new and old net-
works that I can use to develop my career and seek 
advice from. (Male, Hospitality/Tourism)
Through interacting with industry profession-
als, the benefits of networking were highlighted, as 
were strategies for effectively creating and main-
taining a professional network. Evidently, network-
ing plays a central role in driving students to engage 
in volunteer placements, ultimately contributing to 
the overall experience resulting from their volun-
teer placements.
Resumé Building. Students believed that their 
volunteer placement experience would provide 
significant benefit as a means of enhancing their 
resumé. However, this benefit appeared to be some-
what functional as it did not link to the learning of 
new skills or knowledge. Instead, certain students 
identified being able to add their volunteer place-
ment experience to their resumés in isolation from 
the development of any knowledge or skills. One 
student observed:
My Industry Placement at [the event management 
organization] was simply an internship to add to 
my resumé. (Female, Events)
Some students noted that being able to add the 
volunteer placement experience to their resumé 
could ultimately benefit their future employment 
opportunities:
By adding the SIP [student industry project] expe-
rience to my resumé, it also grants me access 
to more job opportunities in the future. (Male, 
Events/Tourism)
Throughout my work placement I believe that 
the skills I gained from networking were of vital 
importance to my future career. (Male, Hospitality/
Tourism)
Networking was enabled through working closely 
with the placement organization. Further, observ-
ing how industry practitioners actually networked 
provided students with strategies as to how to 
network. One student put it this way:
During my time at [placement organization], I 
watched and learned how people properly net-
work. Introducing themselves using tools such 
as name tags and business cards as tools to begin 
discussions and broaden their networks. With 
association of a [placement organization] badge, 
I was able to easily speak with other individuals 
and meet others and learn what topics worked and 
didn’t when engaging with these professionals. 
Several engagements with government officials, 
private contractors and industry employees gave 
me several chances to develop my networking 
skills and begin making contacts within the indus-
try. (Male, Hospitality/Tourism)
As the above quotes show, gaining transferable 
skills was an important factor in motivating stu-
dents to engage in a volunteer placement. Skills 
were both learned and improved through the volun-
teer placement experiences.
Networking Opportunities. In addition to learn-
ing the ability of networking, students identified 
the opportunity to network with individuals from 
the placement organization and with the industry in 
general. For example:
I applied for the role of a Corporate Hospital-
ity Assistant with [the sport organization] in the 
hope I would gain some valuable insights into 
the operations of sporting events, establish addi-
tional industry networks and contacts, plus fur-
ther advance my career opportunities working 
for a well-known nationwide company. (Female, 
Events/Hospitality)
Students saw that networking during the volun-
teer placement could potentially lead to employ-
ment opportunities, and thus they had specific net-
working goals:
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Students identified employability enhancement 
as a key motive for engaging in volunteer place-
ments, as well as the actual attainment of employ-
ment from such placements, as is discussed in the 
following section.
Employment. For some students, the prospect 
of paid employment became a reality as a result 
of their volunteer placements. Two students were 
offered full-time positions with their placement 
organizations. One student commented:
Working at [the music festival] has definitely 
secured my career in this industry and soon after 
completing my work placement at [the music fes-
tival], I was offered a full-time role working as the 
Supplier Manager for one of the senior manag-
ers of the festival, before I had even graduated! 
(Female, Events)
The second student also highlighted her excite-
ment:
My time at the company was very rewarding and 
I’m excited to start my career in a graduate posi-
tion as The Guest Services Assistant at [the event 
management organization] next month. (Female, 
Events)
Alternatively, other students were presented with 
potential opportunities to continue their role at the 
placement organization on a casual basis after their 
studies were complete. For example, one student 
wrote:
After handing over the project he hinted at the 
opportunity for me to come back to work for 
[the tourism management organization] on a 
casual basis after I finish my final exam. (Female, 
Tourism)
Thus, while increasing employability was a key 
motive for initially engaging in the volunteer place-
ment, some students were able to take advantage of 
their opportunities within their placement organiza-
tion and actually gain employment.
The following section identifies the key expecta-
tions of volunteer managers in relation to the vol-
unteer placement students.
Other students expressed how the specific role 
that they undertook as part of the volunteer place-
ment would be a useful addition to their resumé:
The experience working at [the catering company] 
would be a great advantage for me after I gradu-
ated, it would be beneficial to my resumé since I 
would like to apply for the position as a “function 
and event assistant.” . . . (Female, Hospitality)
This subset of students was more concerned with 
being able to present their experience on their resumé, 
and how that addition to the resumé might result in 
future employment, rather than acknowledging or 
linking with other benefits of gaining new knowl-
edge, skills, or networking from the experience.
Employability. Students identified enhancing their 
employability as a key benefit for participating in 
their volunteer placements. Generally, the students 
sought to improve their employability through a 
combination of gaining experience, applying know-
ledge, gaining new knowledge, acquiring transfer-
able skills, and utilising networking opportunities. 
One volunteer remarked:
This industry placement at [the hotel] has placed 
me one step closer to achieving my career goal by 
gaining more direction in the industry, knowledge 
and expertise in certain roles and more enhanced 
relationships with current industry professional. 
(Male, Hospitality)
Another student also recognized her desire to 
enhance employability:
I will seek ways to broaden my knowledge and 
expertise in order to enhance my employability. 
(Female, Hospitality)
As the above quotes illustrate, students certainly 
felt that the learning outcomes of their volunteer 
placements would be particularly beneficial to their 
future employability. Some volunteers described 
the uniqueness of their volunteer placement as a 
significant stepping-stone toward employment:
I believe that this unique work placement will be 
a major benefit to my future career progression in 
the hospitality industry. (Female, Hospitality)
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Note that for this manager, it was equally impor-
tant that the student could communicate both with 
senior management and with individuals in an 
equal or lesser position. Further, when students 
were required to deal directly with the public, com-
munication with customers was also important:
Her strengths were her ability to communicate and 
establish a rapport with clients/customers. (Female 
manager, Events/Hospitality)
These quotes suggest that volunteer managers 
expect students to be able to communicate effec-
tively with all staff and clients. However, the man-
agers made concessions with respect to skills they 
believed the students would acquire during their 
time with the placement organization.
Developing Skills: Confidence, Leadership, and 
Industry-Specific Knowledge. Although the volun-
teer managers expected the student volunteers to 
possess specific skills, they acknowledged that some 
skills come with experience and could develop over 
the course of the volunteer placement. Confidence 
was the main skill in which the volunteer managers 
believed the students would improve over time:
A very minute area of improvement that [the stu-
dent] could address is self-confidence; while she 
has a very professional manner and completed 
tasks to the best of her ability she was sometimes 
hard on herself. With experience I feel [the student] 
will become confident with her decision-making 
and build self-confidence naturally. (Female man-
ager, Hospitality)
Some volunteer managers noted increases in 
the level of confidence throughout the duration of 
the actual volunteer placement. For example, one 
respondent stated:
[The student] adapted quickly to the way in which 
we do things and carry out our duties. Her confi-
dence grew with regular guest interactions. (Male 
manager, Hospitality)
Another manager put it this way:
Noticed she became more confident and more 
secure as the time progressed. (Male manager, 
Events/Hospitality)
Volunteer Manager Expectations
Four key factors have been identified with 
respect to managers’ expectations of the volunteer 
placement students. Managers expected students 
to possess certain skills and knowledge, yet they 
made concessions for skills that they anticipated as 
being developmental. Performance attributes were 
identified as a key managerial expectation, and the 
managers also highlighted reciprocal benefits. Each 
of these themes is discussed below.
Current Skills and Knowledge. With the major-
ity of the students having completed the third and 
final year of their degree majoring in tourism, hos-
pitality, or event management, the volunteer man-
agers had certain expectations regarding students’ 
level of skill and expertise. In particular, the focus 
was on two overarching skills: communication and 
interpersonal skills.
Communication skills were acknowledged through 
varied forms:
[The student] has very good written and verbal 
communication skills. (Female manager, Events/
Hospitality)
The importance of effective communication skills 
was evident through volunteer managers’ emphasis 
on how such skills were utilized when performing 
various duties in the volunteer placement:
[The student] has excellent communication skills 
and demonstrated this in attending meetings and 
taking minutes, writing a policy document which 
has now been implemented by the hotel, and creat-
ing various documents such as checklists, spread 
sheets and reports. (Female manager, Hospitality)
Whereas volunteer managers highlighted the 
importance of written communication skills in vari-
ous situations, as demonstrated in the above quote, 
other volunteer managers focused more on the stu-
dent’s interpersonal skills, as reflected in the ability 
to communicate with other personnel:
[The student] was comfortable in the professional 
environment of the hotel and able to communi-
cate effectively (and at ease) with senior man-
agement as well as line staff. (Female manager, 
Hospitality)
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He obviously takes care in his personal presenta-
tion and when asked to wear corporate wear for 
Sales & Marketing, he did so most appropriately. 
However, he needs to ensure he is clean-shaven 
as per hospitality grooming requirements—when 
this was pointed out to him, he rectified it the next 
day. (Female manager, Hospitality)
As the above quotes make evident, it is essential 
that students display a professional image during 
the volunteer placement. Similarly, the volunteer 
managers also expected students to display initia-
tive and work independently, as is evidenced in the 
following comment:
[The student’s] previous experience in the indus-
try certainly showed in his ability to perform tasks 
as directed and to take initiative where required. 
(Female manager, Hospitality)
The quote shows that the manager credits the 
student’s ability to take the initiative to his previ-
ous experience in the industry. In situations where 
students did not show initiative, the managers high-
lighted that they had to provide a more direct super-
visory role in checking off the student’s work:
Confidence is something that comes with time and 
experience, but one area of development for [the 
student] would be in her confidence to work inde-
pendently and not rely on having to have her work 
checked off. (Female manager, Events)
Conversely, where students exhibited the perfor-
mance attributes sought by the volunteer managers, 
the supervisors expanded the role and performance 
duties of the volunteer:
We did not find a task that [the student] was 
unable to complete yet appreciated her respect 
for our processes by checking in for mentoring 
at milestones. We found ourselves devising more 
complicated and responsible work plans for her 
across the internship to provide greater challenges. 
(Female manager, Events)
Clearly, volunteer managers had certain expec-
tations in regard to the existing skill sets of their 
student volunteers. Consequently, the managers’ 
treatment of the student volunteers was often a 
reflection of whether the managers felt that the stu-
dents had met their expectations in terms of these 
skill sets.
Thus, from the above comments it would appear 
that confidence, in particular, was one factor that 
managers believed would improve through expe-
rience. Managers also noted that leadership was 
another skill that would develop over time:
[The student] needs to grow more as a leader but 
this will improve with experience. (Male manager, 
Events/Hospitality)
Volunteer managers also believed that industry-
specific skills would develop over time as a result 
of more experience:
Her skills and knowledge in the area of event 
management will only develop further with more 
industry experience. (Female manager, Events)
Clearly, volunteer managers had certain expec-
tations with respect to the skills that their volun-
teer placement students should possess, especially 
communication and interpersonal skills. Further, 
placement managers clearly acknowledged that the 
volunteer placement and experience were actually 
a key part in the learning and development of addi-
tional skills such as confidence, leadership, and 
industry-specific knowledge. Volunteer managers 
also noted performance attributes as a key expecta-
tion within the student volunteer placement.
Performance Attributes. Volunteer managers had 
certain expectations of how students would perform, 
particularly with respect to flexibility, professional-
ism, initiative, and independence. These dimensions 
were commonly highlighted in combination.
The ability to adapt to any task and be flexible 
within the environment was a key element. For 
example, one respondent commented:
[The student] was a great addition to our team and 
we all enjoyed working with her. . . . She presented 
professionally and had a flexible personality to 
do whatever was asked of her. (Male manager, 
Events/Hospitality)
Note that the manager included presenting pro-
fessionally as a key attribute. This attribute became 
particularly salient when students did not adhere to 
the expectations. For example, one manager said of 
a student:
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Volunteer managers clearly acknowledged the 
reciprocal benefits that volunteer placement pro-
grams could provide to both the placement orga-
nization and the students participating in the 
volunteer placement. As it is also useful to consider 
the perspective and role of the university placement 
officer within the volunteer placement process, the 
next section addresses this topic.
University Placement Officer
The university placement officers provided fur-
ther insight into the volunteer placement process as 
their role allowed them to comment on the other two 
stakeholders involved in the process. Two themes 
emerged from the discussions with the placement 
officers: their role within the student volunteer 
placement process and reciprocal benefits to both 
the students and the placement organizations.
Role Within the Placement Process. The place-
ment officers identified the first step within the stu-
dent volunteer placement process as understanding 
the students applying for the volunteer placement:
Students are required to submit an expression of 
interest detailing what they would like to do in 
terms of their placement, a bit about themselves, 
and a resumé. The students are then matched with 
an organization that aligned with their needs, 
while providing equal benefit for the placement 
organization. (Placement Officer 1)
The second placement officer elaborated on the 
components of the students’ expression of interest 
form:
The students were required to provide information 
on their major area of study or industry, a list of 
different areas of interest, for example, festivals 
or front of house, and their previous experience 
including voluntary and paid work. (Placement 
Officer 2)
While the ideal outcome of the process is to 
match students with an organization or volunteer 
placement that they have identified as one they 
would like to pursue, placement officers noted that 
this was not always possible. One placement offi-
cer stated:
Reciprocal Benefits From the Experience. The 
volunteer managers were most satisfied when 
reciprocal benefits were achieved for both the stu-
dent and the organization. Managers noted that a 
positive experience could result in the recruitment 
of the student volunteer upon completion of the 
volunteer placement:
She possesses a warm personality and friendly 
enthusiasm that has endeared her to our staff. We 
would have no hesitation in offering [the student] 
paid work should the opportunity arrive. (Female 
manager, Events)
In cases where recruitment was not an option 
for the placement organization, the volunteer man-
ager expressed a willingness to assist the student in 
acquiring employment with other organizations:
I would recommend [the student] to any prospec-
tive employer and hope that one day she may 
return to the [placement organization] as a team 
member. (Female manager, Hospitality)
Although the volunteer placements provided 
the placement organizations with some significant 
benefits in terms of recruitment, the managers also 
acknowledged that the experience provided recip-
rocal benefits for both the organization and the stu-
dent volunteers:
It was a great experience and both us and the stu-
dent benefitted greatly in the process. (Female 
manager, Hospitality)
Another volunteer manager also confirmed 
mu tual benefits:
This is a great program both for the student and  
the organization that is taking the placement. 
(Female manager, Events)
One manager elaborated on conditions where the 
volunteer placement would be mutually beneficial:
On-site exposure and training and development 
within their field of choice is essential based that 
their career pathway and goals are understood. It 
is important that the trainees have goals, focus 
and an understanding of what they would like to 
achieve through their time within their placement 
to better facilitate the outlet with their positioning. 
(Male manager, Hospitality)
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Thus, students hold an expectation that the vol-
unteer placement will provide an opportunity for 
them to learn, or apply knowledge, rather than offer 
an experience where they are just asked to under-
take menial tasks.
Benefits to Students and the Placement Organi-
zations. The placement officers often had a work-
ing relationship with both the student and the 
placement organizations. Consequently, they could 
comment on the benefits that the students sought 
from their volunteer placement:
The benefits from the industry work placements 
were enormous for both, particularly the stu-
dents. Some of the main benefits included the 
opportunity to network with industry profession-
als, gaining industry experience, and the students 
know it looks good on their resumes. (Placement 
Officer 1)
The placement officers also noted significant 
benefit to the organizations. One placement officer 
put it this way:
The organizations benefitted greatly from the 
industry placements. For some organizations, 
the placements acted as a form of recruitment to 
the organization in the form of employment or 
entry into various graduate training programs. For 
some managers, they had experienced a student 
placement program when they were completing 
their studies and therefore they wanted to give 
back to the community. (Placement Officer 2)
This sentiment was further elaborated by the 
other placement officer:
The placement organization wouldn’t take the 
students on unless there were benefits for them. 
Some of the organizations used the industry place-
ments as a recruitment tool, with around 20% of 
organizations recruiting from the placements. 
(Placement Officer 1)
Note that the placement officer expressed that 
the organization actually viewed the process as 
having reciprocal benefits. Specifically, the quote 
highlights that a significant number of placement 
organizations were using the volunteer placements 
as a recruitment tool.
We always try to give students a placement that 
is consistent with what they have asked for, how-
ever, sometimes the placement is more about the 
availability of opportunities and the organiza-
tions that are willing to participate. We do have 
some organizations who we work with every 
year, while other organizations may not agree to 
take on another placement student. (Placement 
Officer 1)
The placement officers explained that their role 
is essential when students complete their volunteer 
placement:
We read the student reflections and the managerial 
evaluations to identify if there have been any dis-
parities between the student’s experience and that 
of the organization. If the student felt that they had 
been mistreated by the organization, we won’t use 
them for work placements in the future. I also fol-
low up with the organizations themselves. (Place-
ment Officer 1)
Clearly, the above comment illustrates the evalu-
ation of the volunteer placement process by the 
placement officers. In addition to reviewing the 
final reflections, the placement officers are avail-
able to receive feedback from the organization and 
the volunteer during the course of the placement. 
The placement officers consider the perspectives of 
both the volunteer managers and students in order 
to deliver an experience that is beneficial to both 
parties. The placement officers observed that the 
most common inadequacies organizations identify 
with respect to the students relate to fundamental 
skills:
The most common complaints we get from the 
placement organizations are in regard to a lack of 
fundamental skills, such as common sense, a lack 
of simple business etiquette, telephone skills, or 
how to write an email. (Placement Officer 2)
On the other hand, the placement officers ex-
pressed the most common issue students identified, 
which was not being provided adequate opportu-
nities in their volunteer placement. One placement 
officer commented:
Some students find that they get to the organiza-
tion and the organization has nothing for them to 
do . . . apart from filing or menial tasks. (Place-
ment Officer 2)
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(Caldwell & Andereck, 1994; Handy et al., 2010; 
Holmes, 2006). Holmes noted that networking with 
industry provides benefits such as access to useful 
industry contacts and receiving positive references 
when applying for paid positions. Consequently, 
networking opportunities are acknowledged as a 
key contributing factor to enhancing students’ over-
all employability. Resumé building was also a key 
expectation, which could in turn enhance employ-
ability (Barron & Rihova, 2011; Holmes, 2006; 
Rothwell & Charleston, 2013). Previous research 
seems to reflect some disparity in how this fac-
tor has been conceptualized. Whereas Barron and 
Rihova (2011) suggested that gaining skills and 
knowledge through volunteer placements enhanced 
one’s resumé, this research found that students 
viewed resumé building in isolation from gain-
ing skills and knowledge, suggesting that it was a 
purely functional factor.
Students identified enhancing employability as 
an important outcome of their volunteer placement 
(Alpert et al., 2009; Handy et al., 2010; Rothwell & 
Charleston, 2013). Student employability has been 
conceptualized as “a set of skills, knowledge and 
personal attributes that make an individual more 
likely to secure and be successful in their chosen 
occupation to the benefit of themselves, the work-
force, the community and the economy” (Yorke, 
2006, p. 8). Handy et al. (2010) likened employ-
ability to human capital, suggesting it could be 
improved by gaining work experience, acquiring 
new skills, enhancing one’s resumé, and establish-
ing industry-based contacts. Junek et al. (2009) 
referred to employability as simply the ability to 
obtain employment within a chosen field upon 
completion of a university degree. In addition to 
pinpointing these factors, this research identified 
the opportunity to apply existing knowledge gained 
through their university education as an additional 
factor that contributes to employability.
The final expectation students identified was the 
attainment of paid employment (Alpert et al., 2009; 
Junek et al., 2009; Yiu & Law, 2012). Employment 
could be a direct result of the placement or could be 
achieved through gaining new knowledge and skills 
and networking. Others believe that organizations 
should provide employment upon completion of the 
volunteer placement, as students perceived the place-
ment as a probationary period (Beggs et al., 2008).
Discussion
Results suggest that the stakeholders involved in 
student volunteer placements have differing expec-
tations (Beggs et al., 2008). This section discusses 
how the results advance our current understand-
ing of student volunteer placements. The findings 
revealed eight key expectations of students in the 
volunteer placement process. Gaining experience 
was a key expectation of student volunteers. How-
ever, while gaining experience has previously been 
identified as a motive for engaging in student vol-
unteering (Alpert et al., 2009; Handy et al., 2010; 
Holdsworth, 2010; Holmes, 2006; Rothwell & 
Charleston, 2013), this investigation identified 
gaining experience as a multidimensional concept 
consisting of four components: applying knowl-
edge, gaining new knowledge, developing transfer-
able skills, and networking. Students associated all 
four components with gaining experience within a 
professional environment.
Students noted that the volunteer placements 
allowed them to put into practice the knowledge 
gained through their university education, thus 
enabling them to further enhance their capabilities 
and ultimately increase their overall employability. 
This finding is consistent with prior literature that 
notes the utility of volunteer placements as a means 
of bridging the gap between what is learned at uni-
versity and the industry itself (Alpert et al., 2009; 
Clark & Whitelegg, 1998; Holdsworth & Brewis, 
2014; Mihail, 2006).
While students learned theory and general 
knowledge in the classroom, they viewed the vol-
unteer placement as an extension of that learning 
to acquire industry-specific knowledge. Similarly, 
skill development leading to the enhancement of 
an individual’s future career opportunities was a 
key expectation (Barron & Rihova, 2011; Clary, 
Snyder, & Ridge, 1992; Elstad, 1996). Previous 
research has often considered knowledge develop-
ment and acquisition of skills as one factor (Clary 
et al., 1992; Clary et al., 1998; Elstad, 1996; Fairley, 
Gardiner, & Filo, 2016). However, these findings 
indicate that knowledge acquisition and skill devel-
opment are in fact two distinct expectations that 
contribute to the overall experience.
Consistent with existing literature, opportuni-
ties to network were a key expectation for students 
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student volunteers and the volunteer managers. Two 
key themes emerged from discussions with univer-
sity placement officers: their role within the place-
ment process and reciprocal benefits to the students 
and organizations. University placement officers 
viewed themselves as moderators within the volun-
teer placement process. The placement officer acted 
as a broker, identifying the skills, knowledge, and 
expectations of the student volunteers and matching 
them with an appropriate placement organization in 
order to maximize the reciprocal benefits. Although 
previous research on university placement offi-
cers is limited, some studies have examined the 
role and perspectives of university academics and 
the university itself (Alpert et al., 2009; Thiel & 
Hartley, 1997; Yiu & Law, 2012). This study 
shows that the university placement officers are 
responsible for processes that concern the place-
ment of the students, such as matching students 
to placement organizations and orientation of 
the student volunteers (Thiel & Hartley, 1997). 
The placement officers were also able to confirm 
the benefits identified by both the student volun-
teers and the volunteer managers, thus displaying 
their knowledge of both stakeholders.
Practical Implications
The results from this research provide several 
practical implications for volunteer managers within 
events, tourism, and hospitality, and also for edu-
cational institutions involved in student volunteer 
placements. From a managerial perspective, the 
results of this research provide a foundation for 
the development of effective volunteer manage-
ment strategies. Such strategies have the ability to 
not only maximize the student volunteers’ perfor-
mance, but also lead to a satisfying experience for 
all stakeholders in the placement process. Guide-
lines that clearly communicate the expectations 
of each stakeholder should be outlined to avoid 
confusion (Junek et al., 2009).
The results highlight the disparities between 
the expectations of volunteer managers and the 
skills that students possess upon commencing their 
placements. Therein lies an opportunity for univer-
sities and academics to tailor their courses to ensure 
they address the concerns of industry, which will 
ultimately enhance the employability of students 
This study identified four key factors relat-
ing to volunteer manager expectations. Managers 
expected student volunteers to possess a certain 
level of industry-relevant skills and knowledge, 
and highlighted communication and interpersonal 
skills as central to the success of the volunteer 
placement, which is reflected in previous literature 
as a key managerial expectation (Alpert et al., 2009; 
Holmes, 2006). However, managers acknowledged 
that certain skills and knowledge could not be 
attained through university education, and instead 
were the direct result of time and industry expe-
rience. In particular, confidence, leadership skills, 
and industry-specific knowledge were all identified 
as attributes that would improve over the course of 
the placement (Beggs et al., 2008). Thus, managers 
made concessions for student volunteers regarding 
these skills, in contrast to what would generally 
occur within a normal paid position, suggesting 
that volunteer managers evaluated their students 
on a different set of criteria than the standards they 
would hold for a paid employee.
Managers identified expectations relating to per-
formance attributes, including flexibility, profes-
sional presentation, initiative, and independence. 
Previous research has suggested that managers 
seek to engage volunteers for a number of reasons, 
the most common being to cover staff shortages, 
to solicit free trainees, or to have a source of cheap 
labor (Holmes, 2006; Museums Journal, 2004; 
Quinn, 2003). Thus, volunteer managers expect their 
student volunteers to perform to a certain standard.
Managers acknowledged reciprocal benefits to 
both the organization and the student volunteers. 
Managers recognized that volunteer placements 
deliver students with essential industry experience 
and can be used as a recruitment tool by the orga-
nizations (Alpert et al., 2009; Crumbly & Sumners, 
1998; Pianko, 1996). Brooks and Greene (1998) 
indicated that the top reason organizations offer 
internships is the potential retention of interns for 
permanent positions within the company. After a 
placement, students require less training, as they 
are already familiar with the firm, thus allowing the 
organization to minimize the costs associated with 
hiring new staff (Brooks & Greene, 1998; Edwards 
et al., 2001).
The university placement officers provided fur-
ther support in regard to the expectations of both the 
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A. A., Haugen, J., & Miene, P. (1998). Understanding 
and assessing the motivations of volunteers: A functional 
approach. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 
74(6), 1516–1530.
Coyne, B. S., & Coyne, E. J. (2001). Getting, keeping and 
caring for unpaid volunteers for professional golf tour-
nament events. Human Resource Development Interna-
tional, 4(2), 199–216.
Crumbley, D. L., & Sumners, G. E. (1998). How businesses 
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nal of Psychology, 43(1), 181–186.
DiLorenzo-Aiss, J., & Mathisen, R. E. (1996). Market-
ing higher education: Models of marketing internship 
(Beaven & Wright, 2006; Junek et al., 2009). Fur-
ther, the findings suggest the vital role of university 
placement officers who can assist academics with 
this process because their role allows them to iden-
tify the congruence and disparities between what 
students learn at university and what is required by 
industry.
Limitations and Future Research
Whereas this research has produced some use-
ful findings, the results are constrained by several 
limitations that must be acknowledged. First, social 
response bias may have been introduced into the 
results through the student reflections, as they were 
completed as an assessment piece for a professional 
development course. Second, social response bias 
may also have been introduced into the managerial 
evaluations, as the managers were aware that the 
evaluations would be provided to the students upon 
completion of their volunteer placements. The 
structure of the professional development course 
and the structure of student volunteer placements 
within this particular study may affect the results 
of this study. Thus, future research should consider 
conducting similar research within different educa-
tional contexts.
Future studies should continue to examine the 
student volunteer placement process using qualita-
tive approaches. In particular, this research uncov-
ered a number of linkages between motivations 
and expectations that have not been identified in 
previous quantitative research. Focus groups with 
student volunteers and volunteer managers would 
allow the researcher to identify other key factors 
that may not be present within the textual narra-
tives or managerial evaluations that were exam-
ined. Future research should consider conducting 
a longitudinal study that tracks changes in student 
expectations before, during, and after a volunteer 
placement.
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